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Working with Genre as a 
Concept 

Notes for teachers by Roy Stafford



Teachers’ Notes 

This pack supports an event for film and media students comprising presentations 
and discussions.  

The event 
The event will explore ways in which the key concept of Genre can be both an 
industry category, a critical tool and a useful means of audience identification. 

Rather than focusing on a single tightly-defined genre, the event will range across 
horror, film noir and melodrama as possible categories. 

Timings 

10.15: Start – What is Genre? Who needs it? What do I do with it? 

11.15: Short Break 

11.30: Part 2: Horror, melodrama and film noir 

12.45: Lunch 

13.30: Part 3: Applying Genre as a critical tool 

14.30: Close 

Roy Stafford, October 2014 

All the text in this pack is © 2014, Roy Stafford/itp publications. 
The poster from The Orphanage courtesy Picturehouse (US).

These notes are published by itp publications, 
http://itpworld.wordpress.com
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Introduction 

My aim is to try to demonstrate that genre as a critical tool in analysing film texts is only one 
of several uses of the term. I also want students to be aware of the concept of genre as a 
useful film industry category relating to production and distribution and as a concept 
associated with audience preferences. 

My strategy is to focus on three genre repertoires – horror, melodrama and film noir. There 
are several reasons for this focus. Horror is arguably one of the most popular genres for 
16-19 audiences as well as one of the few genres consciously produced as ‘pure genre 
films’. Melodrama, although a term rarely used by industry or audiences, has been an 
important field of study for film scholars since the 1980s. Film noir is perhaps the most 
popular genre among groups of cinephiles – and often among film and media teachers? 
Whereas horror is relatively easily identified as a genre category, melodrama and film noir 
are much more problematic – indeed they are often seen as ‘modes’ of filmmaking rather 
than distinct genres. Yet all three of these repertoires overlap and they have a shared history 
in the development of forms of expressionist cinema, especially in terms of cinematography 
and mise en scène.   

What is ‘Genre’, who needs it, how do I use it? 
My starting point is the table produced each year by the Research and Statistical Unit now 
based at the BFI. This is how the RSU define ‘Genre’: 

For statistical purposes, the BFI Research and Statistics Unit assigns a primary genre 
to every film released in the UK. This is not meant to be prescriptive but helps gauge 
the relative popularity of different genres on a consistent basis from year to year. The 
list of genres is based on conventions commonly used within the industry and by 
published sources such as the BFI’s Collections Information Database, the British 
Board of Film Classification (BBFC) and the Internet Movie Database (IMDb). Here is 
the 2013 table from the 2014 Statistical Yearbook: 
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There are several interesting observations to make about this table: 

1. It includes several broad categories, some of which are not used by scholars as ‘genre’ 
descriptors and which are broad enough to include a very wide range of different types of 
films. Animation, Drama and Documentary are the obvious ‘broad’ categories. ‘Comedy’, 
‘Thriller’, ‘Crime’, ‘War’ etc. are still broad, but are shared to a certain extent with scholars. At 
the other end of the scale is a much more defined genre such as the ‘Biopic’. 

2. Several of the film scholar terms are not used at all, so there are no ‘Melodramas’ or ‘films 
noirs’ and no way of distinguishing ‘romantic comedies’, ‘bromances’ etc. 

3. The table does indicate the numbers produced and the relative popularity at the box office 
Animation is clearly very successful since it gains the largest share of box office with 
relatively few individual titles, whereas ‘Drama’ describes a large group of films that don’t 
make an equivalent impact on the box office. Five war films made very little money, primarily 
because they were all ‘specialised films’. Lore is an Australian-German subtitled art film. 

One of the reasons why the industry generally uses ‘broad’ categories is that most films have 
always been ‘mixes’ of action, drama, romance, comedy etc. – something scholars have only 
begun to recognise as research on early studio filmmaking is making clear. Within the 
industry, the names of categories change over time and meanings shift. Melodrama once 
meant spectacle and ‘action’ in Hollywood. It is confusing when commentators use modern 
terms to describe old films which were classified quite differently at the time (e.g. the current 
BFI promotion of ‘sci-fi blockbusters’ to include Metropolis (1927) – neither science fiction (let 
alone sci-fi) or a blockbuster in the modern usage).  

Broad categories also serve to mask too tight definitions which might alienate certain 
audiences. The industry wishes to attract as many people as possible. Audiences meanwhile 
have often used other terms such as ‘weepies’, ‘scary movies’ etc. and applied other forms of 
classification such as ‘feelgood film’, ‘Friday night film’ etc. There are many ways to describe 
films that become popular because audiences pick them out. 

Film history is important and tends to be neglected in film studies/media studies at A Level 
(this was one of the criticisms applied by David Buckingham earlier this year, looking at A 
Levels alongside undergraduate courses). Historically, ideas about genres were useful for 
Hollywood studios in terms of use of studio resources – thus studios in the 1930s-50s 
organised in units sometimes based on genre production. So, Western units, biopic units at 
Warners, musicals at MGM, family melodrama units (e.g. Douglas Sirk at Universal) etc. 
were ways of re-using the skills and knowledge of crews, creatives and stars. The practice 
has almost disappeared but horror is still to some extent produced by specialised production 
groups (Dimension became a brand within Miramax and then Disney and now the Weinstein 
Company). 

Horror and melodrama 
Critical and scholarly work on genre has sought to both analyse how generic forms 
developed and how meanings have been created in response to changes in the society that 
has produced and consumed/read specific generic narratives. One of the main claims of 
scholars using genre as a critical tool is that study of a specific genre over time can 
demonstrate how society changes in terms of representations. While some aspects of the 
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genre repertoire change relatively slowly (i.e. such that genre recognition is maintained) 
other aspects or ‘elements’ change as society changes. One example might be the depiction 
of the ‘Other’, the threat to a community from ‘outside’ and how such characters are 
represented in both horror and melodrama as those genres have moved from Victorian times 
through the 20th century up to today – and also to note how fears of certain groups in society 
have remained as ‘other’. How have depictions of race and sexuality changed?  

I will attempt to outline for students the historical development of horror via ideas of the 
Gothic romance and of melodrama through the ‘illegitimate theatre’ of the 1820s. These have 
then come together in the forming of popular literature and stage performances in the 19th 
century, kick-started in the late 19th century during the birth of cinema to produce the ‘Late 
Victorian Gothic’ of Dracula and Sherlock Holmes – both staples of cinema and television. I 
then want to spend a little time on the birth of expressionism and the creation of specific 
cinema aesthetics. 

Expressionism 
The common feature of the three repertoires of horror, melodrama and film noir is the history 
of expressionism in cinema. Expressionism is the artistic movement that developed in 
Germany in the early 20th century as a modernist movement reacting to the further growth of 
industrial society. Originally in art and theatre, it became important in cinema immediately 
after the end of the 1914-18 War. The distinctive feature of expressionism is that internal 
emotions are ‘expressed’ externally in the presentation of characters and environments. The 
famous horror films Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari (1920) and Nosferatu (1922) deploy a 
range of devices involving sets, camerawork and lighting as well as acting styles to represent 
the horror ‘within’ – interpreted as the psychological impact of the horrors of the war in the 
trenches in 1914-18. Caligari has a theme of insanity and mind control, Nosferatu offered an 
uncredited version of Bram Stoker’s Dracula story. 

The successes of Weimar Cinema in Europe, especially in the development of a studio such 
as Ufa, challenged the newly established reputation of the Hollywood studios. The 
development of camerawork, lighting and production design in Germany would provide the 
basis for the visual style of horror and melodrama for the next 30 years as well as for the 
development of film noir. Cinematographers like Karl Freund, directors like F. W. Murnau, 
Fritz Lang, Douglas Sirk, Billy Wilder and Robert Siodmak and actors like Peter Lorre and 
Louise Brooks left Germany between the mid 1920s and the early 1930s after the rise to 
power of the Nazi Party. They went first to Britain and France and then to Hollywood. These 
were the personnel who helped to establish essentially European genres in North America in 
the 1930s and 1940s. 

Film noir – universal aesthetics and narratives 
Film noir provides an interesting case study. Although it is often taken to be an American 
genre, film noir has antecedents in both German Expressionist cinema and in the Poetic 
Realism in France in the 1930s. It was the French critics who retrospectively coined the term 
to describe aspects of Hollywood output – at a time when the Série Noire novels in France 
and French noir films were popular in France. 

Film noir has been discussed in great detail in terms of the different kinds of films that are 
noir, from private eye films to crime melodramas such as Mildred Pierce (US 1945) – recently 
re-made with Kate Winslet in the Joan Crawford role. Less well-recognised is the large 
number of noir films produced in the UK, Japan and other countries in the late 1940s. We will 
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consider films such as Michael Powell’s Small Back Room (UK 1949) and Kurosawa Akira’s 
Stray Dog (Japan 1949). These films share with their American counterparts both a visual 
stye of low-key lighting and expressionist mise en scène and an interest in doomed or 
pressurised male characters in a society experiencing the effects or after-effects of war. The 
late 1940s is one of the key periods for the classic film noir. We’ll also reference Hollywood 
films. We’ll trace the legacy of film noir through to ideas about neo-noir and contemporary 
cinema. We might consider films such as David Fincher’s current hit Gone Girl. Gone Girl is 
a hybrid of mystery thriller, marital satire, black comedy and film noir. 

Melodrama – universal form for changing societies 
Melodrama has strong antecedents in the theatrical traditions which influenced cinema in 
India, China and Japan as well as Latin America. The Asian forms were different to those in 
Europe but have served a similar purpose in the 20th century – enabling films to explore 
what happens to families in particular during times of great social change such as the move 
from agrarian to urban societies. There are certainly problems for students in thinking about 
melodrama – a now despised genre by those who dominate much mainstream cultural 
discourse. To describe a scene in a film as ‘melodramatic’ is now taken in public discourse to 
be a severe criticism. But melodramas work through ‘excess’ in the presentation of colour, 
set design, acting performances, music etc. To explore how melodrama works we’ll consider 
an extract from one of the 1950s Hollywood films of Douglas Sirk or Nicholas Ray and 
possibly a non-American film. We’ll then relate these 1950s films to the development of 
melodrama/horror in more recent cinema. I’m thinking in particular of the Spanish film El 
orfanato, (The Orphanage, Spain 2007) and more recently the Gothic horror Byzantium (UK 
2012) with its mother-daughter vampire relationship linking to contemporary television series  
as well as other titles. I want students to see the connections between the three genres in 
film history and the hybrid popular films of today. 

The final session of the day will enable the students to attempt readings from one or more 
contemporary films that draw upon the three repertoires of horror, melodrama and film noir 
as discussed in the first two sessions. 

Reference sources 
The ideas here derive largely from the following texts: 

Altman, Rick (1999) Film/Genre, London: BFI 
Gledhill, Christine (ed) (1987) Home Is Where the Heart Is: Melodrama and the Woman’s 
Film, London: BFI  

I have written about genre, both in specific terms as horror/melodrama in The Media 
Student’s Book with Gill Branston (Routledge 2010, 5th edition) and as ‘universal genres’ 
with reference to melodrama in The Global Film Book (Routledge 2014) and I will be drawing 
on these texts.
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